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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results.
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?
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	Text1: I am currently serving my first term as a city councilmember. Prior to my candidacy, I served as a public safety & special projects assistant to then-Councilmember Felicia Moore from 2015-2017. I was a critical care nurse in Emory's Neuroscience ICU from 2013 to 2018. While I am no longer in clinical work, I maintain my state license and national certifications for critical care nursing. I have bachelors degrees in both microbiology (MTSU) and nursing (Georgia State), as well as a masters in public administration (Valdosta State).I chose to run in 2017 due to my then-Councilmember deciding to run for Council President. I saw a great need for someone who could move the district and northwest Atlanta forward, focusing on issues like bettering public safety, improving neighborhoods, and expanding sustainability. I served as the chair of the Public Safety Committee in 2018 and 2019 and also have served on Community Development/ Human Services, City Utilities, Transportation, and Zoning Committees. Serving on five of the seven committees within my first term has afforded me a breadth of knowledge about our city's departments and the successes and challenges of each.I have decided to run for another term because there is much work still to be done in both District 9 and across the city. The city is currently at a turning point due to multiple factors, such as the COVID pandemic, severe public safety issues, and a proposed de-annexation of 40% of its tax base, just to name a few. While much has been accomplished when it comes to the priorities I set out in 2017, there is much more to be done in order to better our city, and I believe I am the best person for this role.I am currently endorsed by both of the city's top two public safety union organizations, International Brotherhood of Police Officers Local 623 and Atlanta Professional Fire Fighters-IAFF 134, being the very first candidate in any City of Atlanta race to be endorsed by each of those organizations for this election cycle. I believe I received this support due to my diligent work as Public Safety Committee chair, leading the push and working with collegues and the administration in order to implement historic, overdue raises for both Atlanta Police Department and Atlanta Fire Rescue Department. I believe this support is important to me and other candidates due to the need to work together on the public safety issues our city is facing, including rising crime, a fleet in disrepair, the need for a joint public safety training facility, and severe under-staffing in both departments.
	Text4: Service delivery is indeed waning in our City, which is why I identified "getting back to the basics" as one of my top three priorities. One of the most notable issues that I have received multiple complaints on is DPW's solid waste collection and right-of-way maintenance. People pay a dedicated fee each year for these services, so they expect to receive that service. I believe that, to immediately fill the gap, the city needs to look out outside contractor labor while going on an aggressive hiring campaign for DPW workers. This will hopefully be boosted by the recent $500 hiring incentives passed by the City Council. The new administration also needs to hire competent commissioners and allow them to do their jobs - recruiting the people they need and retraining or firing those who have long been under-performers. We also need to greatly improve and speed up the hiring/on-boarding process within Human Resources, as it should not take weeks to bring on new hires. Additionally, we will be looking at issuing paychecks to the lowest tier of workers once per week instead of bi-weekly.Another issue already touched on that is felt across city departments is the unacceptably long procurement process, which has led to egregious 12-plus month procurements in different departments like ATLDOT and DWM. This has led to severe delays in Complete Street projects, roadway resurfacings, traffic calming projects, and stormwater improvement projects, just to name a few. This process needs to be thoroughly studied and evaluated so improvements can be made to the process to get the City on par with many other local metro governments whose procurement times are, on average, 4-6 months. 
	Text5: I do not support de-annexation of any portion of the city of Atlanta, however, the issues and reasons presented by Buckhead citizens are real, and they need to be heard. While the problems are real, the proposed solution is window dressing. Yes, they will have a new city, but one of the biggest items contributing to our crime problem will still be front and center - the Fulton County judicial system. We have made strides as a county with a newly-elected sheriff and district attorney, but COVID has somewhat limited their effectiveness so far, with closed courts and overcrowded jails.Given I represent a handful of neighborhoods in south Buckhead from Ridgewood Heights over to Underwood Hills, I will work hand-in-hand with a new mayor and Councilmembers to ensure Buckhead neighborhoods and organizations are heard by Atlanta leaders. Real improvement will start by thoroughly addressing the top three issues I identified and, honestly, are problems felt throughout the city.This starts with hiring 500+ new police officers and 200+ new firefighters and funding/building a new Zone 7 so we can do a thorough zone and beat realignment so that one police zone is not tasked with patrolling almost 35% of the city. This would also increase police coverage throughout the entire city, giving officers more time to do proactive patrols and engage in true community policing efforts.I would push for the new mayor, Buckhead and at-large Councilmembers, and department leaders to immediately meet with Buckhead civic and business leaders, potentially before swearing-in, to hammer out both a short term (100 day) plan and a long term (2-4 year) plan for Buckhead improvements. This would hopefully make Buckhead feel heard and lead to those long-needed improvements.
	Text6: With the amount of property taxes those in the City pay, we need to ensure that the 25% that actually goes to the City of Atlanta is used on our greatest needs. The City has rolled back its millage rate for over 10 years now, in contrast to both Fulton County and APS, something I am glad to inform people of in conversations about property taxes.To fund infrastructure improvements, I am additionally supportive of approving a Renew Bond/TSPLOST 2.0 program, as long as the list only contains carefully chosen and  highly-needed transportation, public safety, and parks improvements, not pet projects identified by the administration. Even projects on the approved list need to be prioritized into three categories in case collections come in below, at, or above projections. This will hopefully compliment many millions of dollars that Atlanta will benefit from coming from the federal infrastructure program. 
	Text7: I am looking forward to the new Inspector General's Office getting up to full-throttle and aggressively pursuing ethics and transparency issues across city government. I have and will continue to turn in things to the appropriate offices for investigations, just as I have multiple times over my first term. This includes potential conflicts of interest, misuse of city assets, and the potential need for audits of programs and projects.
	Text8: First and foremost, we must address the 25-30% vacancy rates in our police and fire departments. This starts with an aggressive recruitment and retention campaign and a new market-rate compensation analysis for APD, since the last one has been fully implemented and other metro-area departments have increased their pay to keep up. Additionally, the fire market-rate compensation needs to be fully implemented to at least bring it in line with the lowest recommended option from the previous study.A new APD zone and beat realignment study should also be undertaken that will add a long-needed Zone 7 and reduce the area each zone and each beat is tasked with covering. This will lead to more police presence throughout the city and more time for officer to engage in proactive patrols. I am currently and will continue working with APD and APF to add more crime cameras and license plate readers across my district, seeking out partnerships with businesses, CIDs, and neighborhood groups.I will also work with the administration to address the severe fleet issues currently felt by both AFRD and APD. We have had times this year when 5-plus fire trucks/engines are down, and we have police officers driving cars with no air conditioning when its 90+ degrees outside. This not only involved purchasing new vehicles, but improving fleet management and turnaround times at the city shop.I have also been involved in meetings with Fulton County judges, APD, APF, the DA, and other important players in the criminal justice system. I have not been involved in these since COVID and the turnover at both the Sheriff and DA's Office, but it is important for city, county, and state leaders to get together to talk through the issues and come up with solutions to our lingering criminal justice problems.
	Text9: I am supportive of the pre-arrest diversion program and was a co-sponsor on the budget amendment for additional funding to make it a citywide program. Once it has been citywide for a full year, I would propose auditing it for effectiveness, then addressing any issues found, and, finally, making it a 24/7 program throughout the city so it can be more useful and have more taking advantage of the program. Potential funding sources include use of the general fund (especially court costs and ticket revenue), federal grants through HUD and DOJ, and seeking-out philanthropic funding.
	Text10: The city' economic investment arm, Invest Atlanta, has made great strides in fine-tuning its mission and where it focuses most of its energy and programs. As a councilmember who truly represents from Buckhead to Bankhead, I know that the southern part of the city needs economic development assistance much more than the northern part, and District 9 is a microcosm of the city. This includes the use of the two TADs within my district when those dollars are sought after to bring improvements to our neighborhoods.I am hopeful with the large private (Microsoft) and public (Bowen Homes redevelopment) coming to the Hollowell corridor, we will start to see much- and long-needed improvements to the corridor, while also keeping in mind the affordable housing needs and the need to keep legacy residents in place and not cost-burdened.
	Text11: I will continue being an advocate for affordable housing in the city. Since being elected, we have added or saved over 900 affordable housing units in District 9, with over 85 percent of those being 60% AMI or less - the area of greatest need. I will continue being supportive of using Invest funds, including TAD dollars, for affordable housing.Another area of great need is to support low-income residents with home repairs. This is a program that needs expanding, as there is a great need for it. Myself and CM Boone sponsored a budget amendment to add $50,000 for legacy resident home repairs within our districts. Given the great need, it is only a drop in the bucket, and a revamped program at Invest Atlanta is needed to address this issue.I also look forward to seeing our $50 million affordable housing bond put to use in establishing or preserving around 2500 units of affordable housing, as well as much-needed money for the previously discussed rehab of owner-occupied homes and down payment assistance.
	Text13: All things considered, so far, I believe our city government has weathered the pandemic relatively well. The biggest issue, in my opinion, has been the increase in position vacancies throughout city departments, taking a toll on our ability to effectively and efficiently deliver city services.While a citywide effort is needed to address these in every department, I propose we first put most of our energy into our public safety departments so we can fill the need for police, firefighters, and 911 dispatchers. A close second is the need to fill DPW vacancies so we can deliver the vital service of trash collection and maintenance of city ROW, as well as our fleet and facilities.We will need to pay close attention to the private industries that were hit the hardest, such as entertainment and lodging, and see how we can help incentivize and boost their recovery efforts here in the city.
	Text14: I think the number one strategy the city can adopt is to continue evaluating the land it holds for possible development of affordable housing, and working with and encouraging APS and other public entities to do the same. More effort and resources need to be put into this effort, given the city's thousands of parcels, with Planning only identifying around eight so far. With land acquisition costs being one of the biggest hurdles, the city can play a vital role here in giving this land over to developers with the requirement affordable housing be built on it.Rezonings and partnerships with groups like Atlanta Land Trust are also needed to increase density, where appropriate. One such project is in process within District 9, and we are looking forward to the increased supply of both for sale and for rent housing taking shape, something mandated by the Westside Park Overlay I authored and passed out of Council. It was the city's first for sale affordable housing requirement.
	Text15: I support the expansion and use of the Anti-Displacement Tax Fund, of which $4.6 million was allotted to via the Gulch deal. The city should continue to seek contributions to this fund via philanthropy and real estate deals the city is involved in so the funds can be used to offset increasing property taxes of low-income/legacy residents throughout the city.
	Text16: Given the More MARTA program involves $2.5 billion over 30 years, I believe the city should implement more oversight of the program. This should include ensuring the prioritization of projects is reflective of what and where the city needs the most transit improvements, and possibly reassessing projects while looking at how use and ridership may have changed during and after the COVID pandemic. The City needs to ensure a close relationship and thorough reporting between MARTA and the City Council, executive administration, and ATLDOT.City appointments to the MARTA board should include individuals who  have experience with transit and engage in ridership.
	Text17: Council took a historic step in doubling the amount of ATLDOT's general fund budget must be set aside for capital projects. We will soon be entering discussions on a project list for Renew Atlanta/TSPLOST 2.0, possibly sending that our to the voters next year. That list needs to be prioritized and only have money allocated to our greatest needs in transportation, public safety, and parks. As mentioned previously, project delivery timelines must be drastically improved, as they have historically affected eligibility for state and local matching funds. I believe this starts with a total revamp of procurement to bring that timeline down to six months or less.For prioritization, transportation funds need to be spent on repairing and expanding our sidewalk network (currently covering only around half of our city streets, complete street projects, resurfacing, and our city's dilapidated bridges - some now over 100 years old. Public safety funds need to be spent on new police precincts and fire stations. Parks funds need to be prioritized to address recreation centers that are literally falling in and further expanding the number of city residents who are within a safe 10-minute walk to a park or multi-use trail.
	Text18: It is absolutely vital to continue and ramp up our sustainability efforts. One of the efforts I am most proud of, which happens to be in District 9, is the collaborative effort between DPR and DWM for Westside Park. This established the city's largest park, but also re-purposed the former quarry to expand Atlanta's emergency drinking water to supply to up to 30 days or 90 days with rationing.We must continue a focus on addressing Atlanta's stormwater issues through increasing capacity and via green infrastructure, focusing first on our hardest hit areas susceptible to flooding due to capacity problems.Environmental cleanup must continue when it comes to scrap tire dumping and improving our urban waterways, such as Proctor Creek - one of the most polluted urban waterways in the county. Much progress has been made with the first phase of the Proctor Creek Trail and cleanup, but additional pollution remediation, stream bank restoration, and numerous stormwater improvement projects are direly needed and in the pipeline.
	Text2: Public Safety - I will continue to be a leader for the City when it comes to our police, fire, and corrections departments. For APD and AFRD, we need to immediately focus on retention and recruitment. Approval of a new joint training center (which the pending land lease will hopefully be approved well before the election), will be paramount in improving our retention and recruitment efforts. We also need to immediately conduct a new market pay study for APD, since the last of four phases has now been implemented and other metro departments have adjusted their pay upwards to continue competing with Atlanta. The implementation of the AFRD pay study needs to be adjusted to what the actual study called for, as it is currently thousands of dollars less for most positions. I will also work with APD and APF to continue expanding the camera and license plate reader program in District 9 - seeking out partnerships with developers, CIDs, and neighborhood associations. We must also continue improving the city's administrative and enforcement functions when it comes to code enforcement, building enforcement, zoning enforcement, and license & permits of nightclubs posing as restaurants and other establishments that invite criminal activity.Infrastructure - Improving our crumbling infrastructure actually starts with a total revamp of the city's Procurement Department, which has historically taken far too long to complete their process - sometimes well over a year when other metro governments are completing that process in four to six months. Multiple projects in District 9 have continually been pushed back for years due to bidding and procurement problems, and that is unacceptable. We must work to bring a Renew Bond/TSPLOST 2.0 vote to the ballot in May, with a firm project list that prioritizes transportation and public safety.City Services - As a city we must get "back to the basics", such as getting trash collected on time, potholes filled within five days, permits processed in a timely manner, and 911/311 calls answered quickly. This starts with addressing the multitude of position vacancies across our departments.
	Text 3: I rely heavily on data and facts to drive my decision-making and leadership and try not to let emotions or opinions weigh heavily. I am also a democratic-style leader who can delegate and trust others on the team. I value others' input and am up for trying fresh ideas and approaches when other methods have not proven effective. While there may be disagreement and high-running emotions, I never hold grudges against others who may have been on the other side of an issue.One notable item I took the lead on while on Council was seeking a deal with that state and GDOT to both improve Hollowell Parkway's safety and to close the block of Capitol Square between the Capitol and the legislative office building. Hollowell Parkway is a state highway on the city's High-Injury Network, having over 20 pedestrian deaths since 2010, and the closure of Capitol Square has long been sought after by the state. Given then basically non-existent relationship between our Mayor and the Governor, a stark contrast to the previous administration, myself and two other Councilmemebers worked out a mutually-beneficial deal. With the Mayor starkly opposed, I had to ensure all my colleagues had all the data and facts on both items. We approved the legislation and many people in the Bankhead, Grove Park, and Center Hill neighborhoods called in to support. The Mayor then vetoed the legislation, so I began talking to colleagues about the need to override that veto. After all, we were talking about people's lives here that were being lost unnecessarily. I retained most of my colleagues support, and we successfully overrode the veto with a two-thirds majority vote - the only override to occur in over ten years.


